1991 Thunderbird Formula 29pc
29' in length, 10' 7" beam- We've had the boat docked at the same marina for 4-5 years. No trailer, boat is too
wide. The marina is full service and has taken care of summer dockage and winter storage.
Recent improvements include:
New GPS/ Chartplotter/ Fishfinder
New CD player and speakers throughout (deck and cabin)- Compatible for iDevices 2013
New Eisenglass and screens in camper tops 2014
Twin Mercruiser 310 horsepower engines (MCM7.4L/Bravo) 8 cylinders each
Amenities include: A/C and Heat, Central Vacuum, Sealand SX-12T waste treatment system, microwave, incounter blender, all other standard. Also including equipment purchased for boat such as adult swim vests.
Sleeps 6- 2 aft, 2 dinette, 2 V-berth
Please see photo with Nada listing for options included. This vessel has options that were not listed on the
nada pricing guide such as central vacuum system, built in countertop blender, etc, so it's hard to get an exact
price, but this is priced below book value for quick sale...
The boat is for sale because we don't have the time to enjoy it, though we do take pride in maintaining her
condition and improving as needed. Maintenance has been done this for this year, she purrs like a kitten and is
ready to go!

Although Key Harbour Marina is not a broker of used boats, we do, from time to time, list boats
and other marine related supplies as a service to our customers and dock members.
All transactions are strictly between the buyer and seller. While Key Harbour Marina assumes
no responsibility for the purchase of any boat, we will assist in helping you find the right boat.
A number of the boats listed have been repaired and maintained by Key Harbour personnel, in
which case, we can offer an honest and unbiased evaluation of the overall condition and
seaworthiness of the boat. Protect your investment – obtain a Watercraft Survey.

